
 

 

 

“There’s no human right to be able to eat strawberries in winter”, said one of the 
speakers at the Base Cities conference held at Bradford University on 11th 
September. “Too much of our economy is driven by the need to increase consumption, 
much of it unnecessary”, said another.  
 

It is clear that we have to make some hard decisions about the lifestyle choices we 
make and we need to think about the consequences of our decisions in terms of their 
long-term impact on the planet. Already, people in the West are using far more than 
their fair share of the world’s natural resources—it’s a naughty world out there—and 
this is not only at the expense of the developing nations; it is also having some 
profound and possibly irreversible impacts on the planet’s eco and weather systems. 
As the “developing countries” grow in economic power and influence, we will be 
forced to address our energy use.  

 

While there was no suggestion that we must revert to being an agrarian economy (not 
in itself sustainable with today’s global population trends and approximately 80% of 
us living in large towns/cities), we do need to act now, individually and collectively, to 
lead ‘greener’ lives that are less detrimental to the planet while hopefully allowing us 
to leave a positive legacy for the generations that follow. 
 

Although focused particularly on the Leeds City sub-region, the conference, which 
brought together speakers from a range of organisations and disciplines, discussed 
issues that undoubtedly affect us all. How can we build a sustainable economy that 
will attract investment without sacrificing a commitment to lowering our carbon use?  

Some interesting, if worrying, facts emerged: 21% of the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions come from 
transport and 92% of these come from road transport with private cars contributing the largest proportion 
(59%); people are travelling farther, but the use of buses is declining, partly as a result of high fares and a 
lack of integration (both with other buses and other modes of transport); most freight is moved by road but 
lorries produce three times as much carbon as rail per tonne/Km; population growth of some 85,000 is 
expected across the Leeds City region by 2015; 60% of energy produced is lost in transmission. 
 

But it was not all bleak: technologies already exist that will allow us to reduce our dependence on fossil 
fuels; energy can be produced locally rather than centrally, reducing transmission losses; housing can be 
built that is more energy efficient; carbon capture technologies could bring thousands of jobs to the region; 
and people are far more interested in these issues than they were.  
 

The question for us is whether civic societies can influence the decisions that need to be made.  
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TTHEHE  CCHAIRHAIR  

Can we live sustainable lives that are 
also satisfying and enjoyable? Is urban 
living more sustainable than rural living? 
Are we prepared to change the way we 
live now to help future generations not 
yet born? These questions, and many like 
them, have been running through my 
mind quite a lot recently on account of a 
book I am reading and a conference I 
attended on behalf of YHACS.  
 

Conference first. On our cover page, I 
have highlighted just some of the issues 
that were raised at the recent Base Cities conference  
in Bradford. It is the nature of modern conferences 
that there are too many sessions for just one 
delegate to attend everything but politicians and 
public and private sector speakers alike were asking 
us demanding questions about the sort of future we 
wanted while proposing some possible solutions 
based in part on new technology but also on the 
need for the behavioural changes that we must make 
in the coming years; changes that in some cases may 
be unpalatable.  
 

Not surprisingly, there were calls for closer working 
between public and private sector, both in 
determining policies for the future and in 
implementing some of the infrastructure projects that 
will be needed to support a rapidly growing 
population—low energy use is something that needs 
to be designed into projects from first principles 
rather than being retrofitted as an afterthought. But 
there was also some doubt about the ability of 
national government to take decisions and  provide 
leadership. Compare and contrast, for example, the 
ongoing debate about whether or not to build a 
third runway at Heathrow with the Chinese decision 
to build 70 new airports by 2015 while expanding 
100 of their existing ones. A different political setup 
granted but breath-taking when set alongside the 
way decisions are made here.  
 

So doubts about national leadership and the fact 
that London and the South East still continue to suck 
up much of the available infrastructure investment 
led to calls for greater devolution of key decision 
making to the city regions—even with possible fund-
raising powers being mooted: this would be one 
form of localism, of course, albeit over a wider area 
than perhaps most would consider to be truly local.  
Yet there is a need for some form of joined-up 

thinking and planning. Infrastructure 
projects, whether they be for transport, 
housing, energy production, employment 
zones, waste disposal, etc, etc, often 
need to planned across town and city 
boundaries. A motorway or a railway 
line cannot be planned to the city limit—
they have to go somewhere and connect 
to something. There have been many 
examples of local people rising up 
against proposals to build or change 
something in their own ‘back yard’ that 
have led to projects being abandoned 

yet someone has to have the broader view—people 
need to have somewhere to live; we want to travel, 
we expect lights to come on when we flick a switch 
and all the other benefits of living in a modern 
society. So who is to decide what is for the greater 
good, which projects are required and where 
pipelines, motorways, airports and so forth are to be 
situated? (And who’d want to be a minister or public 
official having to decide these things?) Is this a 
debate in which civic societies, who can usually be 
more objective and even dispassionate, should join?  
 

Now the book: The Triumph of the City, by Edward 
Glaser. Anyone who knows my thoughts on the 
subject will be aware that I am a “city boy” at 
heart—I far prefer to live in a city than a village—
there’s more to see and do for one thing and more 
people around to do these things with. This is not to 
besmirch the idea of rural living; it’s just not for me. 
So, when I saw Glaser’s book reviewed in one of the 
Sunday papers recently, I thought I’d take a look at it 
myself. In the space I have here, I cannot possibly do 
justice to some of the complex ideas he expresses 
but, with apologies to Glaser,  let me draw attention 
to some points I took from my reading of his book. 
 

On the whole, Glaser celebrates the city (the clue is 
in the title)—mapping out mankind’s journey from 
rural to urban living with some very interesting 
examples from across the world, albeit with an 
emphasis on ones from the US, his home country. 
While he sees good and bad aspects of city living he 
makes some valuable points that are relevant to our 
own concerns. Where there is pressure for housing, 
but a shortage of land, cities tend to grow 
upwards—as has happened in New York, Hong Kong 
and Singapore, for example, with their many 
skyscrapers. Where there is ample land availability 
and cheap transport cities grow outwards, 
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contributing to urban sprawl (think of “Metro-land”, 
the suburban utopia which developed to the north 
west of London in the early 20th century with the 
advent of the Metropolitan Railway). Before the 
introduction of the “elevator”, buildings seldom grew 
above five floors as people didn't (and still don’t)  
much like climbing stairs, so many of our historic, pre-
elevator, towns and cities grew low and wide and 
our concerns for the preservation of historic places 
now militate against reversing this situation, thereby 
almost forcing local authorities and developers to 
look towards the green belt for future expansion. 
 

Yet people who live in high-rise cities tend to live in 
smaller properties (on average) that also happen to 
be easier (and thus cheaper) to heat than detached 
and semi-detached properties. They trade the 
reduction in living space for the easy access to such 
amenities as restaurants, galleries, shops and, of 
course, jobs. And people who live and work in cities 
tend to make fewer journeys by car as their 
commute is relatively short and can often be made 
on foot or using public transport, with which our city 
centres at least are usually well-served.  
 

People who need, or want, and can afford, more 
space tend to move to suburbia where land prices 
are lower and properties bigger, even though the 
cost of commuting can be much higher (in both time 
and cash). All well and good at an individual level 
while energy prices are low, if not for the planet; a 
problem all round, however, when energy costs start 
to rise as they have been doing in recent years—a 
trend that can only continue while we continue to rely 
on the finite supply of fossil fuels at our disposal. 
 

So, in terms of reducing our carbon footprint and 
what might be good for the planet, perhaps 
sustainability really is wrapped up in city living? If 
you accept this proposition, should civic societies be 
doing more to promote city living and calling for 
more high-rise apartments to be built, even if that 
means sweeping away some of our cherished 
streetscapes? Should we be advocating major 
infrastructure projects now that will prepare the way 
for mass migration back into city centres?  It is, after 
all, easier and more efficient to bring resources such 
as food, fuel and other commodities to people who 
live in centralised, high-density developments than to 
take them to those who live in dispersed, suburban 
or rural communities. As they say in exam papers: 
Discuss! 

Our quarterly meetings 
 

I think it s time for us to review how we organise our 
quarterly meetings. As you know, we have always 
tried to move our meetings to different locations 
across the region so that all societies, save for those 
on the very extremities of our region, perhaps, have 
the opportunity to attend a meeting reasonably close 
to their home base. It also gives our members the 
opportunity to meet other societies on their home turf 
and to explore their towns and cities. However, recent 
turnout for meetings has been worryingly low. 
 

We try hard to keep our meetings varied, lively and 
topical. If you came to Cleethorpes in July, Austin 
Mitchell MP gave an entertaining if provocative view 
about listed buildings (I have some sympathy with 
what he had to say—but see David Winpenny’s 
article on page 4 for an alternative view). On top of 
this, members of the Grimsby & Cleethorpes society 
looked after us very well indeed, both over a meal 
the night before, and on the day of the meeting. 
 

As I am sure readers will appreciate, members of the 
YHACS committee, who are all also involved in the 
running of their own societies, do give up quite a 
considerable amount of their own time to try to make 
YHACS a success for our members. This newsletter has 
to be compiled, meetings have to be organised, 
venues and speakers procured, research undertaken, 
etc, etc,. So it has been very soul destroying to see so 
few of our members making the effort to support us 
by turning out for our recent meetings. If you discount 
people from the local society and YHACS committee 
members (and their spouses!) from the number of 
people who attended the Cleethorpes meeting in July, 
we had just seven people and three societies in the 
audience! This is frankly dismal and cannot continue.   
 

Of course, those of you who were unable to come had 
reasons which individually made sense, but it was 
extremely depressing where I was sitting to receive so 
many emails from people offering their apologies 
even though the date had been set well in advance. 
YHACS has 43 member societies that boast a 
combined membership of over 7,000 people, so 
where were they all? 
 

I don’t know, yet, what the answer is, but there comes 
a point when we have to ask “Why are we doing 
this?” Tell me now how you think we should proceed 
as we are already planning our 2013 programme.  
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......A R......A RESPONSEESPONSE  TTOO  AAUSTINUSTIN  MMITCHELLITCHELL  

‘Thou shalt not kill; but need’st not strive  
Officiously to keep alive’ 

 
This cynical couplet is probably the Victorian poet 
Arthur High Clough’s most quoted piece of verse; 
the only other phrase you might recognise was 
quoted by Winston Churchill in the darkest days of 
World War II. In a BBC broadcast on 27th April 
1941 he quoted Clough’s ‘Say not the struggle 
naught availeth’; the poem’s last line, ‘But west-
ward, look, the land is bright’ was taken to be a 
glance towards America and possible help in the 
conflict. Clough’s phrase about officiously keeping 
alive is often applied to medical matters, but it 
came to mind when Austin Mitchell, MP for Great 
Grimsby, addressed the Yorkshire and Humber  
Association of Civic Society’s meeting in  
Cleethorpes in July. He told members from civic  
societies across the area that he believed that there 
are too many listed buildings, and that the only  
criterion for keeping listed buildings should be that 
they have a current use.  
He used the local example of the Ice Factory in 
Grimsby Docks to make his point. The Ice Factory 
was built in 1901 to supply ice to preserve fish 
landed in Grimsby from the deep sea fishing 
grounds as it was prepared for market. As an  
Edwardian industrial building it was constructed 
with care and very solidly, but the significance of 
the structure is as much in the ice-making machinery 
it contains. The combination of the building, the  
machinery and its location on Grimsby Docks makes 
it special – but also poses problems.  
English Heritage has recognised the significance of 
the Ice Factory, which closed in 1990, by listing it 
Grade II*. That puts it in the top seven per cent of 
UK buildings. It is the only surviving example cer-
tainly in Europe of a type of industrial ice-making 
equipment which remains in its original surround-
ings.       
Austin Mitchell says that there seems to be no other 
viable use for the building and therefore, with  
reluctance, he believes it should be demolished. His 
opinion is based on the amount of repair this very 
large structure needs; on the fact that the local  
authority, like all authorities at this time, has other, 
possible more urgent, priorities; on the demands of 
keeping Grimsby Docks as active as possible and 
on the problems of security.  
In 2010 the Victorian Society named Grimsby Ice 
Factory as one of its Top Ten Endangered  

Buildings; in the same year the Great Grimsby Ice  
Factory Trust (GGIFT) was formed by local people 
united by the desire to save the Ice Factory and find 
a sustainable use for the building. GGIFT believes 
that a solution to the problems of the building can be 
found, without an injection of local authority cash. The 
current proposals are to preserve most of the  
machinery in situ, and also for the building to house a 
variety of other uses, including, perhaps, an  
international arts venue, a renewable energy hub,  
a climbing wall, a performance venue and a  
microbrewery – as well as, logically, a refrigeration 
museum. 
These are all good ideas, and they should be  
pursued. The Ice Factory should be saved. But if none 
of them achieves a sustainable future for the Ice  
Factory, what then? Following Mr Mitchell’s dictum, 
that should be the end; the building should be  
demolished. 
But that cannot be right. A building’s listing is not 
hedged about with caveats. It does not say ‘this  
building is listed as long as it has a useful function to 
fulfil’. Buildings are listed because of their intrinsic 
significance. That significance may come from their 
original use – the Ice Factory is a good example of 
this, of course, but then so are our great country hous-
es and our churches and chapels, many of which have 
also outlived their original usefulness. We now have a 
listing mechanism precisely because in past decades 
there were huge losses of important  
buildings; the 1974 exhibition ‘The Destruction of the 
Country House’ illustrated hundreds of them, and its 
successor exhibition, ‘Change and Decay’, catalogued 
an equally severe loss of churches.  
Listing must mean that a building is to be protected 
unless there are overriding and immovable circum-
stances that cannot be overcome. The higher the 
grading, the stronger the protection is presumed to 
be, but even Grade II listing, the lowest we have, 
should offer a large hurdle for anyone wishing to  
demolish.  
Owners of listed buildings have a legal duty to look 
after them; local authorities have a legal duty to  
ensure that they do so. Arguments about sustainably 
can be discussed, and civic societies around the  
country, including our member societies, are always 
deeply involved in discussions to find viable uses for 
‘problem’ buildings. Giving an historic building a new 
lease of life is important if it can be achieved. But 
that is not the sole purpose of listing, and its failure 
cannot be an excuse for demolition.   

Continued on page 5 
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SSCARBOROUGHCARBOROUGH’’SS  “P“PAINTAINT  TTHEHE  TTOWNOWN” ”   
AARTWORKRTWORK  TRAILTRAIL  

in Scarborough we could come up with a 
unique concept which was to have the 
art displayed on the site where thorigi-
nal artist was inspired to produce his 
work. 
 
First we needed to be sure that people 
would support such a project and so we 
presented the idea to many public 
meetings and it soon became clear that 
people supported the idea. Then we 
needed to find the funding for the pro-
ject and we were delighted when the 
Heritage Lottery Fund came up with the 
£9,900 needed for such a project. 
 
We received tremendous local support - 
which included the Chief Executive at 
Scarborough Museum’s Trust, The  
Scarborough News, who helped with the 
public selection of the final eight works 
of art, a local professional who advised  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
on graphic design, the Conservation Officer who  
advised on planning issues, local council workmen for 
the installation and Peter Cooper, who devoted many 
hours to ensuring the accuracy of the information  
contained in the trail 
 
The boards are in North Bay opposite the Sands, at 
the end of Marine Drive where it meets East Pier, Old 
(Vincent’s) Pier, the seating area below Burr Bank, 
West Pier facing over the beach, outside the Spa Sun 
Court, on the path which runs up through the gardens 
from the Spa Chalet to the Esplanade and at the  
junction of Westborough and Newborough. Trail  
leaflets can be picked up at Tourist Information  
Centres and at hotels around the town.  
 
     Adrian Perry 
                     Photos courtesy of Adrian Perry 

We already have cause to regret that many  
important buildings have been lost – buildings that 
with care and thought could have been saved.  We 
must not take a short view; what today might seem a 
white elephant may tomorrow have an important 
role to play. Think, for example, of the disused 
Bankside Power Station in London, which, after much 
head-scratching about what to do with a large  
industrial building considered by most people ripe 
for demolition, has now been triumphantly reborn as 
TateModern. 
 
So Austin Mitchell, persuasively as he spoke, is 
wrong. We do need to strive to keep buildings alive 
and working if possible – but if their future remains 
a problem for us, we still need to look after them 
properly. Future generations will not thank us for 
some of the decisions we have already taken. Let us 
at least accept that the listing system is a way of 
helping us to decide what we should pass on to our 
successors. 
   David Winpenny, Ripon CS 
 

(Editor  -  See also the page 8 article about listed buildings in Goole) 

LLISTEDISTED  BUILDINGSBUILDINGS  
 

Continued from page 4 

An innovative project which uses art-
work to raise awareness of  
Scarborough’s rich heritage has been 
launched throughout the town. 
 
The “Paint the Town Trail” features 
eight information boards which show 
high-quality reproductions of locally-
themed artworks from the Scarborough 
Art Gallery collection. The boards are 
placed at the sites which inspired the 
artists to produce the original painting. 
This project has taken almost a year to 
come to fruition and essentially is the 
Civic Society’s tribute to the Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee. 
 
When we looked at this idea of  
bringing the art which is on display in 
our art gallery into the streets of   
Scarborough, we thought that although 
other towns had already tried this, here 
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YYORKSHIREORKSHIRE  ANDAND  HHUMBERUMBER  SSTATIONSTATIONS  RREPORTEPORT......  
….A….ANOTHERNOTHER  UUPDATEPDATE  AANDND  OOTHERTHER  RRAILWAYAILWAY  IITEMSTEMS  

Leeds Station....Transport &Works Act Order made 
May 17th to enable southern entrance to be con-
structed.  Expected to be granted Spring 2013  
(if lengthy public inquiry is not called) and to open 
late 2014. 
 

Apperley Bridge ….New station & Kirkstall Forge 
….New station. Subject to approvals both stations 
could open in December 2014. 
 

Castleford ….The first phase of the £4m Castleford 
Interchange project, bringing rail and bus services 
closer together, has been approved by West York-
shire Integrated Transport Authority (WYITA). 
 

Wakefield Kirkgate ….WYITA has promised a fur-
ther £250,000 to renovate Kirkgate station.  Work 
on the £4.1m project starts October. On the station 
itself project new platform canopy has now been 
erected.  Weeds from the wall above the canopy 
have not been removed..yet. 
 

Rotherham Central ….The £8.5m station improve-
ments were completed in July, some 18 months be-
hind schedule.  Contractors blamed underestimating 
the size of the task, and suppliers going bust. 
 

Low Moor (Bradford) ….Northern Rail is reported 
to be formally objecting to Network Rail plans to 
build this new station.  The reason is that Northern is 
not convinced that stops at Low Moor will not affect 
their performance on the Calder Valley route. 
 

Ossett …. a potential new station at Healey Mills.  
Has qualified with a positive BCR of 9.8  (BCR = 
Benefit Cost Ratio, a BCR of circa 2.0 is good) but 

that is only the start of the paper chase.  Sadly no 
mention of when. 
 
 

SELRAP – Skipton-East Lancashire Rail Action Part-
nership …. is seeking funding help for production of 
a key report described as “do or die” for the 11 
year campaign. 
 

OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST 
 

Electrification …. North Trans-Pennine (Manchester - 
Huddersfield – Leeds – Colton Junction [towards 
York] – Selby [from Micklefield] included in 
“Committed network electrification” programme.  
Somewhere between 2014 and 2019. 
 

East Coast Franchise …. Due to be re-let for start in 
December 2013.  Currently operated by Directly 
Operated Railways, a government owned company.  
New franchise may include some feeder routes. 
 

Trans-Pennine and Northern Franchises ….   
terminating at new common date in 2014, may result 
in combination and re-mapping. 
 

Acknowledgement, for much information....RAIL mag-
azine, issues 696 – 703. 
 

If you can update, report new actions or write a short 
article on the SELRAP partnership please contact , 
Cyril Oliver preferably by email, cyr-
il.oliver@talktalk.net or 01 262 677 592. 
 
     Cyril Oliver  
   Bridlington & District Civic Society 

  NEXT YHACS MEETINGNEXT YHACS MEETING  
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Are you involved in or thinking about becoming in-
volved in, a not for profit project that includes the 
repair and re-use of a listed building or an unlisted 
building in a conservation area, that is of  
architectural merit? 
 
If you are, your project might be eligible for a grant 
from The Architectural Fund (AHF).  The AHF is keen 
to support not for profit organisations that are help-
ing to get buildings at risk back into long-term  
sustainable use. This includes the administering of 
funds for options appraisals and development 
grants, as well as the offer of low interest and low 
cost loans to support acquisition and to provide 
working capital.  
 
Howsham Mill in North Yorkshire is a good  
example of a project that has received financial 
support from the AHF, including an options  

appraisal grant and a loan. 
 
The Renewable Heritage Trust is restoring the mill 
building for use as an environmental study centre pro-
moting renewable energy, local history and wildlife.  
The water wheel has been reinstated and an  
Archimedes Screw is generating electricity, with  
surplus energy being fed back into the National Grid.   
 
To find out more please get in touch with Jo Hill who is 
the Regional Support Officer working across the 
North of England:  
 
jo.hill@ahfund-regional.org.uk  Tel 07977 274687  
      
      Jo Hill 
          AHF Regional Support Officer (North) 

  

PPICKERINGICKERING  CCIVICIVIC  SSOCIETYOCIETY’’SS    
GGREENREEN  CCREDENTIALSREDENTIALS  RECOGNISEDRECOGNISED  

At an Award Ceremony in York back in 
January, a joint team of Pickering & 
District Civic Society (P&DCS) and  

Kirkbymoorside Environment Group 
won the GOLD award in the Green 
Neighbourhood Challenge (GNC), 
ahead of teams from all round North 
Yorkshire. 

 

Members from the two groups had 
spent the previous six months  

undertaking various activities to  

reduce their carbon footprint, and that 
of their respective towns. The joint team 
personally reduced their carbon emissions by 11% - 
the equivalent weight of eleven elephants in carbon 
saved. This was not the largest reduction of all the 
groups, but the fact that they were already pretty 
low carbon was in their favour.  

 

It was difficult for them to reduce further, but they did 
it! 

 

 

This challenge was organised by the 
Yorkshire Energy Partnership in con-
junction with the Stockholm Environment 
Institute, based at York University. 
(See www.greenneighbourhood.co.uk ) 

 

The Gold Award meant that the group 
won £500 to share between  

Kirkbymoorside and Pickering, to be 
used for sustainable community  

projects. 

 
P&DCS used some of the money to 
sponsor Pickering In Bloom’s planting 

of a community herb garden in the town centre. This 
idea was inspired by the work of Incredible Edible 
Todmorden, who use any available plot of land to 
grow fruit, vegetables and herbs that can be picked 
by anyone.  There are plans to use the remaining 
money to plant trees around Pickering as part of the 
ongoing Jubilee year celebrations. 

                                               

                                                    Mike Potter 
                                                                                                     Photos courtesy of Mike Potter 
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The Town of Goole is difficult to 
describe to someone who does not 
know its complex history. The 
current town has its origins in a 
Georgian Company Town and 
Dock. The town and dock were 
then later rapidly expanded 
throughout the Victorian period. 
Then there is Old Goole which is 
pre-Company Town, but now 
mostly dates to post 1850. 
Throughout the 20th century there is further growth of 
the town and redevelopment planning. The heritage 
of Goole is therefore a mixture of Georgian and 
Victorian architecture and Industrial archaeology, 
some of which has national importance. 

The campaign to protect Goole’s Heritage dates 
back to the 1960s when, as a result of development 
planning, it was decided that large areas of the 
town and docks should be demolished, including 
much of the Company Town. Whilst these demolitions 
were taking place archaeologists began to consider 
that perhaps some buildings and structures should be 
saved. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s Goole 
changed rapidly and saw the end of the port’s 
unique system for transporting coal, but during this 
period only five buildings achieved listed status.  

The 1980s saw a monumental change in attitudes 
towards heritage protection and on one day in 
September 1987 25 buildings and structures were 
listed, protecting the surviving buildings in the 
Company Town and Docks. The 1990s and 2000s 
saw further demolitions take place in the town. These 
buildings mostly dated to the Victorian period and 
although locally important did not conform to the 
standards for national designation. Unfortunately, 
three of the demolished buildings were listed 
structures.  

During the 1990s consideration was given to a 
Goole Conservation Area but it would take until 
2011 when the predecessor to the Goole Civic 
Society (The Goole Heritage Group) successfully 
worked with the Local Authority to secure a 
Conservation Area composed of three areas, 
protecting the original Company Town, Victorian 
developments and South Dock area.  

Goole’s heritage is therefore protected by a 
combination of Designated Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas. The predicament for Goole is 
that the town contains buildings which are of local 
significance that are not considered to be nationally 

important. Due to redevelopment 
these buildings are now sporadic 
and were not suitable for group 
protection as part of the 
Conservation Area.  

Goole Civic Society identified a 
solution to this problem in 
proposing a local list of Heritage 
Assets to the Local Authority. Local 
Authorities have used lists of locally 
important sites and monuments since 

the 1970s but generally the practice is either 
unknown or under-used. The concept has been 
strengthened with the use of the term ‘Heritage Asset’ 
in the recently published National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF). In the framework a ‘Heritage 
Asset’ is defined as a designated or undesignated 
building, monument or site with some degree of 
significance, including those on a local list. Although 
the statutory status of an undesignated heritage asset 
is not changed, NPPF places conditions upon the Local 
Authority and applicant during planning applications 
and within Local Planning.  

A meeting of the Goole Civic Society in late 2011 
attended by a Local Authority Officer agreed to the 
principle of compiling a list of local Heritage Assets 
for Goole. Following English Heritage guidelines 
Goole Civic Society undertook the role of producing 
a list of possible Heritage Assets, with nominations 
from members and public consultation.  

The final document established the context of 
nominating a list based on current Planning Guidance 
and proposed a list of 36 undesignated buildings 
and sites outside of the Conservation Areas, which the 
Goole Civic Society would like to be called ‘Heritage 
Assets’. Currently the document has been submitted to 
the Local Authority for consideration and the Goole 
Civic Society is waiting for consultation.  

 

If you would like a copy of the proposal or are 
interested in becoming a member then please e-mail 
the Society at goolecivicsociety@gmail.com. 

 

            

     Stephen Walker MA       

       Buildings Archaeologist 
 Goole Civic Society

    
                              Photo courtesy of Stephen Wallace                      
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On 24th July Pudsey Civic Society 
unveiled its sixth Brown Heritage 
plaque within its boundaries. The 
siting took place at what was, and 
still remains, one of the best known 
mills in West Yorkshire - Sunny Bank 
Mill, Farsley. The plaque was      
unveiled by David Gaunt, a former 
Director of the Company, followed 
by a short talk on its history by the 
President of the Society, Mrs Ruth 
Strong, and words of thanks for this honour were 
expressed by William Gaunt who,  together with his 
cousin John, now own and run the mill. 

The mill, dating back to 1829, was the project of 
seven local clothiers with a further twenty-four    
becoming involved during the following two years, 
shares were issued and land was purchased at Sun-
ny Bank where the mill was built. It was then bought 
by Edwin Woodhouse, a Lord Mayor of Leeds, and 
eventually owned by William C. Gaunt, the great 
grandfather of its present owners. Famous for 
worldwide demand of its suitings (wool so fine that 
it feels like silk) Sunny Bank has good reason to be 
proud of its heritage as it became a centre of ex-
cellence in its field.   

At the height of the success of the textile industry 
Sunny Bank employed over eight    

hundred workers, clearly evident by the well     

PPUDSEYUDSEY’’SS  “S“SUNNYUNNY  BBANKANK  MMILLILL” ”   

GGETSETS  AA  HHERITAGEERITAGE  PPLAQUELAQUE  
trodden worn stone stairs in some    
areas now used by retail trading    
outlets and workshops. Remembering 
the number of mills in and around  

Farsley it is hard to visualise doors 
opening as,  generation after         
generation, thousands of workers,   
often whole families, spilled out into 
the village streets six days a week at 
the early bidding and evening call to 

rest of hooters. Workers dependent upon, and proud 
of “t’cloth we mek at our mill”. 

The demise of the textile industry in the 1980s saw the 
closure of most mills, together with the way of life and 
livelihood of the working masses, but Sunny Bank  

soldiered on. Whilst manufacturing continued until 
2008, parts of the mill were also used by Yorkshire 
Television as studios for the production of Emmerdale 
and Heartbeat, and other units were rented by small 
businesses and workshops. Already there are over for-
ty different businesses on site and last year, under the 
good husbandry and enterprise of William and John 
Gaunt, refurbishment commenced with a £2m makeo-
ver which, it is intended, will bring further success, em-
ployment and continuity to the village and the Herit-
age Plaque the building now proudly displays.  
    

     Molly Johnson 

 

Hornsea & District Civic Society 
recently obtained funding from 
the LEADER programme to install 
interpretation boards close to the 
site of Southorpe Disappeared 
Medieval Village (DMV), which 
once stood on the south side of 
Hornsea Mere, the largest natural 
freshwater lake in Yorkshire. 
Society members were concerned that very few  
people knew of the existence of the DMV, even 
though a public footpath runs quite close to it, so the 
Society applied for and was granted funding to 
produce and install the boards.  
The village site is on land owned by the Wassand 
Estate which also owns the Mere and other surround-
ing land, and they gave their permission for the 

boards to be installed. 
 
Society Committee Member Barry 
Dipper designed the boards with 
input from other members, and the 
three bay boards were  
constructed and installed by a  
local company. 
 

The photograph (courtesy of Vanda Miller) shows an 
official opening ceremony held recently with Civic  
Society Members and East Riding Ward Councillors. 
Barry Dipper the designer is on the right. 
The Society is now looking at providing other boards 
within the town possibly together with a “Blue Plaque” 
scheme and heritage trail.   
     John Miller 

HHORNSEAORNSEA’’SS  DDISAPPEAREDISAPPEARED  MEDIEVALMEDIEVAL    

  VVILLAGEILLAGE  GGETSETS  IINFORMATIONNFORMATION  BBOARDSOARDS  

(l-r) Co-managing directors William and John Gaunt, with former 

managing director David Gaunt, beside the plaque.          

(Photo courtesy of  Molly Johnson) 
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FFRIENDSRIENDS  OFOF  FFRIARWOODRIARWOOD  VVALLEYALLEY  GGARDENSARDENS  
IINN  PPONTEFRACTONTEFRACT  

catalyst for a Friends Group to get going so quickly, 
considering the first public meeting was only in 
February. The location is a jewel in the heart of the 
town centre, yet is starting to need much TLC!"  
 
Paul went on to say, "Having a Friends Group like 
this, really does work well with the Society's strategy, 
as it adds much needed focus to deliver visible and 
worthwhile projects enhancing the environment, whilst 
allowing the Society to then look at the town as a 
whole. The historic, registered park is likely to contain 
some foundations of St. Richard's Friary, which readers 
might recall being reported during the dig on the 
adjacent site of the former Pontefract General 
Infirmary". 
 
 
         Paul Cartwright 

Pontefract Civic Society is pleased to have been the 
catalyst for establishing a new organisation in the 
town - Friends of Friarwood Valley Gardens. 
  
Following two public meetings in Pontefract Town 
Hall initially chaired by Peter Cookson (Society 
Chair), with the second meeting as a workshop 
facilitated by Paul Cartwright, Officers have now 
come forward to lead the Friends Group, advised 
also by the Local Authority's StreetScene Team. The 
Society also gave a small financial donation to 
enable the Friends Group to open a bank account, 
and once the Constitution was in place, this has 
enabled a number of small grant applications to be 
made. 
  
Society Secretary Paul Cartwright said, "We’re 
really pleased that the Civic Society has been the 

BBRADFORDRADFORD’’SS  FFAITHAITH  TTRAILRAIL......  
...A D...A DIFFERENTIFFERENT  WALKWALK  ROUNDROUND  THETHE  CCITYITY  

Ever wondered what a Hindu Temple is like? Or 
what the “Five Pillars of Islam” are?  Do you know 
what Langar is? Why do Roman Catholics use  

incense? Or do you want to see some William Morris 
stained glass in an Anglican cathedral? Selby Civic 
Society members were curious about all of these 
things and booked to go on a day visit to the  

Bradford Faith Trail in July. 

The trail was about a one-mile (mostly downhill)  

walking tour, visiting religious buildings of five  

different faiths in Bradford - St Peter's Roman Cath-
olic Church, Shree Lakshmi Narayan Hindu  

Temple, Abu Bakar Masjid, Guru Gobind Singh Ji 
Gurdwara and Bradford Anglican Cathedral.  

 

Starting at 10.30 am in the Roman Catholic church, 
the tour concluded in Bradford Cathedral at about 
4.00 pm. At each venue guides from the faith  

explained the significance of the building and its  

religious artefacts and gave us insights into the  

underlying religious beliefs of the faith. At the  

Gurdwara we were invited to participate in a meal 
provided by members of the temple. 

It was an interesting and informative day out with 
guides who made us feel very welcome, and we left 
understanding much more about all these faiths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(Photos from the Bradford Faith Trail Leaflet 2012) 

For more information go to:- 

www.treasuresrevealed.co.uk                   

      David Moss 

         Selby Civic Society 
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As I have often remarked, there is rare-
ly a dull moment in Bradford and, as if 
to prove the point, in March this year 
the maverick politician George  Gallo-
way, the Respect candidate, gained a 
thumping majority in the Bradford West 
by-election, with a 36% swing away 
from Labour. Ed Miliband, who had al-
ready set out for Bradford to celebrate 
a Labour victory in a  

supposedly safe seat, had to turn round 
and go back home again when the result was  

declared. And so unexpected was George   

Galloway’s triumph that in the run-up to the election 
bookmakers were offering odds of more than thirty-
to-one against him gaining the seat. If only I were 
more of a betting man…. 

 

Many members of Bradford Civic Society were keen 
to hear what the new MP for Bradford West had to 
say for himself, especially as they suspected that 
when it came to local issues many of his views would 
probably coincide with their own. 

 

So it was that on 13th July 2012 Mr Galloway     
addressed a full house of members and their guests 
at the Midland Hotel in the centre of Bradford. 
Rarely in recent times has a Bradford Civic Society 
meeting been so well-attended. And Mr Galloway 
did not disappoint. From the start he laid into    
Bradford Council with great relish, blaming their  
ineptitude for a whole range of shortcomings, from 
allegedly poor education performance in schools to 
a lack of economic progress in Bradford as a whole 
– especially when compared to its prosperous near-
neighbour, Leeds.   

 

All good knockabout stuff. 

 

But what really appealed to the audience was Mr 
Galloway’s support for some of the issues which are 
dear to the heart of many Bradford Civic Society 
members, such as the need to retain the iconic Ode-
on building and put it to new uses rather than see it 
demolished, as the Council’s planners wish. He was 
particularly scathing too about the infamous 
“Westfield hole” in the centre of Bradford, citing this 
as clear evidence of how a bunch of naive councillors 
and hopeless officers had been hoodwinked by a 

firm of international property speculators 
who clearly had no interest at all in  

Bradford’s future prosperity. He went on to 
lambast Bradford’s daily newspaper, the 
Telegraph and Argus, for being too much of 
an uncritical advocate for Bradford  

Council’s policies. Furthermore, he was  

convinced that the paper had adopted an 
editorial policy of not reporting his  

activities, even though he was a local MP,  
precisely because of his various negative comments 
about the Council. 

 

After he had spoken in this vein for about forty   
minutes, he took questions from the audience, the first 
of which was probably the most significant. He was 
asked what he could actually deliver to remedy 
some of the problems he had so clearly identified. 
Ah, he replied, if only the citizens of Bradford had 
opted in the recent referendum to have an elected 
mayor. He might well have been tempted to seek the 
position himself and if successful that would have 
given him the necessary clout to deal with the issues 
currently facing Bradford, such as the urgent need to 
regenerate the city centre, the burning issue of youth 
unemployment and the associated problem of drug 
abuse and crime - even the crisis at Bradford Bulls 
could be tackled. But as he wasn’t mayor he must 
content himself with continuing to lobby, persuade 
and apply pressure in the relevant quarters to try 
and improve Bradford’s fortunes. 

 

The audience departed, most of them probably  
feeling that, if nothing else, they had been in the 
presence of a remarkably skilful political orator who 
was certainly shrewd enough to give most (but    
perhaps not all) of his audience what they wanted to 
hear.  

 

It remains to be seen whether Mr Galloway’s     
presence as an MP in Bradford will actually lead to 
things getting better. Certainly, whatever their     
political loyalties, many members of Bradford Civic 
Society are hoping that the arrival of this albeit  
controversial figure will have some kind of a positive 
outcome for the city. 

        Alan Hall, Chair,  

       Bradford Civic Society 
                                       (Photo from Mr Galloway’s election website) 

GGEORGEEORGE  GGALLOWAYALLOWAY  MP AMP ADDRESSESDDRESSES    
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E X E C U T I V E  O F F I C E R S  &  COMM I T T E E  

●  Chairman, Kevin Trickett (Strategy) 
 kevintrickett@msn.com   01924 361180 
 

• Vice Chairman, David Moss (Newsletter) 

 damoss43@yahoo.co.uk  01757 268418 
 

●  Secretary, Helen Kidman (Arts and Culture) 
 helen.kidman3@tbtinternet.com  01943 609154 
 

●  Treasurer, Richard Ward (Legal/Financial) 
 r.m.ward@talktalk.net   01484 429173 
 

•   Exec Committee Member, Dr. Kevin Grady 

office@leedscivictrust.org.uk  0113 2439594 
 

●  Exec Committee Member, Cyril Oliver (Transport) 
 cyril.oliver@talktalk.net 
●  Exec Committee Member, Malcolm Sharman  (Sustainability) 
 malcsharman@hotmail.com 

• Exec Committee Member, David Winpenny   
 david@winpennypr.co.uk             
• Exec Committee Member, Tony Leonard   
 ad.leonard@btinternet.com   01430 872871  

●  President, Peter Cooper 
 peter.cooper51@btinternet.com  01723 513754 

Sat 22nd Sept 1:30  - 4:00pm       YHACS Autumn Meeting in Halifax 

19th & 20th October    Civic Voice AGM and convention,  
     Coventry 

26th Jan 2013    YHACS AGM (venue tbc) 

20th April 2013   YHACS Spring meeting (venue tbc) 
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www.yhacs.org.uk 

 

Please send any article 
submissions, comments, 
letters or questions to 

the editor: 
  

David Moss 
Editor 

 
Tel: 01757 268 418  

Email: 
damoss43@yahoo.co.uk 
 
 

 

The Yorkshire and    

Humber Association of 

Civic Societies (YHACS) 

is the distinct voice of the 

civic society movement 

in the Yorkshire and  

Humber region, and our 

vision is to enhance the 

quality of life for all   

citizens in the region by   

engaging citizens not on-

ly in the protection of 

local heritage but also in 

the promotion of        

sustainable economic 

development and urban          

renaissance.   
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